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Students Protest One-Day Holiday for Thanksgiving

Petitions Broadcast Over Campus Announcing Extension

Decide Tomorrow

Signed Requests Turned Over for Administration

This Morning

Petitions requesting the university to grant Idaho students more than a one-day holiday for Thanksgiving have been turned over for administration.

The petition calls for a one-day holiday for all students, and that they be permitted to work.

The university has been asked several times by students to grant a three-day holiday, but the administration has been asked to do so only for three days.

The president of the university has said that he would not grant a three-day holiday for Thanksgiving.

Women Complete Argonaut Plans

Thirta Sigma to Edit December Issue: Will Abolish Regular Staff Positions

Members of the Argonaut staff are currently working on the December issue of the newspaper.

They have decided to abolish the regular staff positions, and instead, will have students work on the issue.

This is a change from the previous year, where regular staff positions were used.

Thanksgiving Day - Bring in the Basketricles - If Nothing Else

"I don't care that we're going to have Thanksgiving. Let's bring in the basketball games," a student said.

"I don't care that we're going to have Thanksgiving. Let's bring in the basketball games," another student said.

The students were pleased with the decision, and vowed to bring in the basketball games if they had to.

Crawford Returns From Windy City

Engineering College Senior Heads Largest Group to Attend Conference

Crawford, a senior at the Engineering College, returned from the Windy City conference, where he was the largest group of students to attend.

He arrived back on campus to a heroes' welcome, and was greeted by a crowd of student friends.

"The conference was great," he said. "I hope to go back next year."
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Heathly folks—Three sets for the next week, this time on the move to the east. They sold all their equipment, but left the boat on their stand and the house on the river. That is a house bought years ago, and the leaping flames looked haunted.

They began to sing his kids.

A far out, nothing, no ball, sang his kids.

Gasped for breath, and quickly died.

Oh, oh, cant wait to see again.

It is rumored that the five are now honorably climbing.
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HOPES SPRING ETERNAL

Pettigrew have circulated about the samples requesting the signatures of all students who want Thanksgiving vacation to those through Friday night, after that they will be in the order of the receipt. The signatures will be in the form of a vote on whether the students wish to spend Thanksgiving Day as a happy holiday, with the possibility of the students wanting to celebrate the day on a more meaningful basis.

The signatures are to be gathered on the campus and submitted to the office of the Student Council. The signatures will be counted, and if a majority of students sign, the Student Council will then make arrangements for Thanksgiving Day to be observed as a day of national mourning and reflection.

Thanksgiving vacation is a significant holiday in American culture, representing a time of gratitude and reflection. The students are encouraged to participate in this tradition and to express their voices on this important issue.

Dirt? Yes! But Not Disgraceful

Curiously, the presence of dirt can be considered a positive factor in some cases. Dirt can be an indicator of the presence of organic materials, such as soil or vegetation. In certain contexts, dirt can also be seen as a symbol of the natural world, representing the quality of the soil and the health of the environment. Dirt can be a valuable resource, as it provides nutrients for plants and supports the growth of various organisms. It is important to acknowledge the value of dirt and to respect its contributions to our planet.

A Happy Ending

The Vandals had really a thrilling tale to tell and it was fitting that the season Thanksgiving afternoon in a game with the Boise. Roberts, Bozeman, and Mike's, and the Vandals had been behind but there last minute of the game, scenes for the last shot wereAnderson. and the second saw the spectators cheer. They were not only the most entertaining but they made the game stand out.

A YOUNG LADY of the University of Michigan has threatened to leave school if she is not permitted to attend "Pleasure Rights." A very flippant of us would say: "shoo 'em in the air and let the law take its course."

The highly revered "Fighting Patriots," we are thankful to say, are not being unjustly treated and that the work they were doing was worth it. At this time of the year it seems appropriate to remember the United States that the Eagle, the Turkey gobbler, is the national bird.

Presidential life has its advantages but there are still handfuls of fellows who don't like to have "the hives" wish the kitchen floor with their feet.

Thanksgiving Footwear Fashions

Bottles of Slipper's of Gorgious Leathers and Fabrics.

$5.00 to $8.50

BOLLES
BUSTED BROWN SHOE STORE
An Exclusive Shoe Store

Thanksgiving eve—If you phone—prompt reliable service—Whether it's a delicate gown or heavy apron, trust us to give it that "Just out of the shop appearance."

VALENT PRESS SHOP

"Cleavers of Fancy Gowns"

Make your reservations today for the Thanksgiving Dinner.

BLUE BUCKET . . .

"Built For You—Come And Enjoy It!"

SCOTT BROS.
Florists
Phone 6311
Say it with FLOWERS
The special event being advertised in the document is a dance at the Blue Bucket on Wednesday Evening. It is sponsored by the Blue Bucket Club, and the venue is the Blue Bucket Bar. The dance is described as a festive occasion, including live music and dancing. The document also mentions other events and venues, such as the Museum of Science and Industry, the Museum of Fine Arts, and the Museum of Natural History, but the primary focus is on the dance event at the Blue Bucket.
THREE BASKETBALL TEAMS Undefeated for Campus Title

S. A. R. Quintet Nets Out Lamba Chi Five For "A" League Honor

KAPPA SIGMA FIJI TIED Phi Gamma Romp Over Idaho 78-78 "B" League Match

BASKETBALL

With two weeks' post-season training behind them, the Varsity basketball teams are in peak shape, which will continue until the season is over. The teams have been put through a farcical series of practices throughout the week, with practice sessions following Thanksgiving.

For biggest problem to develop- ing a smooth running machine is in finding a suitable successor for Bertinger's shoes. This is step- ping into a pair of shoes that has already been cut to size and tailored to Bertinger's foot. The coaching staff need not worry, however, as Bertinger himself has been the problem. Coach Glenn Janely has had his hands full trying to get a good player on the basketball team. As Bertinger's shoes are cast aside, the coaching staff will have to work as top speed to fill them.

MEN'S BASKETBALL

Coach Glenn Janely of the Freshman has had 10 likely candidates listed down for the varsity basketball team. The final line up will be announced when the season is over. The team is making good progress and will be ready to play when the season opens.

JIMMY "B lässt" Hunter, former center of the Varsity Basketball, has returned to the team. In his first game, he scored 20 points. The team has been working hard to get into shape for the season opener. The team is working hard and is expected to do well in the coming season.

As many of the boys have had little chance to play in recent years, the team will have an opportunity to develop under favorable conditions. The team is made up of senior, junior, and sophomore players. The team is expected to have a good season, with the talent available for selection.

Big men are no novelty on a University basketball team. The team has developed and the senior will play a large role in the coming season. The team is expected to have a good season.

THANKSGIVING GREETINGS

The Oriole Nest

Idaho's Center

DAVIDS' Exclusive But Not Expensive

"PRINCESS"—an Individually-Personalized Stocking by Gordon—is for the modern, brief-skirted young girl

How often have you seen an unskirted young girl without a stocking top and the legging of the modern, short-skirted young girl. But there's no need for it any more. The Gordon Princess—one of the new Gordon Individually-Personalized Stockings...will not only fit the young girl's leg smoothly, timely—but will also meet the demand of a modern girl without the usual "feel" of a stocking."

Thanksgiving Specials

W I S H E S

J. T. CROOT

NEW BRUNSWICK RECORDS TOO

VICTOR EXCHANGE EXTENDED

The Victor Company has advised us that the public record exchange will be extended to January 1st. We have also completed arrangements with the Brunswick Company that now permit us to exchange Brunswick records as well as Victor.

10: EACH FOR YOUR OLD VICTOR OR BRUNSWICK RECORDS ON ANY NEW RECORDS.

Bring in as many old records as you like—Exchange for new ones—No need to pay a balance in cash.

HODGINS' DRUG STORE